DENTAL DETECTIVES:
FORENSICS AND THE DENTAL TEAM
USC School of Dentistry
Saturday, April 14, 2007 • 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Online registration at www.uscdentalce.org

Registration Form
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NAMES OF OTHER ENROLLEES:

7 Hours of Continuing Education

MASTERING MOLAR ENDOODONTICS
Friday - Saturday, February 2 - 3, 2007

EMERGING DISEASES, INFECTION CONTROL AND
CALIFORNIA DENTAL PRACTICE ACT
Saturday, February 3, 2007

ESTHETIC IMPLANT RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
EDENTULOUS PATIENT
Saturday, February 10, 2007

CHRONIC OROFACIAL, ORODENTAL AND HEADACHE
PAINS FOR THE DENTIST
Friday - Saturday, February 23 - 24, 2007

"DUAL-TOP" TEMPORARY ANCHORAGE DEVICE (TAD)
FOR ORTHODONTICS
Saturday, February 24, 2007

FUNDAMENTALS OF RESTORATIVE IMPLANT
DENTISTRY FOR THE GENERAL DENTIST
Friday, March 2, 2007

ORAL SURGERY FOR THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER
Saturday, March 3, 2007

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN DENTISTRY
Part I: Friday, March 9, 2007
Part II: Saturday, March 10, 2007

REALIZATION OF THE PATIENT: WAX UP & PROVISIONALS
Friday - Saturday, March 9 - 10, 2007

USC RUTH RAGLAND 21ST DENTAL HYGIENE SYMPOSIUM
Saturday, March 10, 2007

PERIODONTAL UPDATE: WHAT EVERY CLINICIAN NEEDS
to Know
Friday, March 16, 2007

PROVISIONAL RESTORATIONS: MORE THAN JUST A
TEMPORARY, KEY TO OFFICE AND RESTORATIVE SUCCESS
Friday - Saturday, March 16 - 17, 2007

USC School of Dentistry is an ADA CERP and AGD recognized provider
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Gerald L. Vale, DDS, MPH, JD
As Senior Forensic Dental Consultant for Los Angeles County for 39 years, Dr. Vale has conducted or supervised well over 3,000 forensic dental investigations. He has also been a private practitioner, Interim Dean at USC School of Dentistry and Vice President of the Dental Board of California.

Gregory Golden, DDS
A forensic dentist since 1980, Dr. Golden has been Chief Odontologist for San Bernardino County since 1992. He has worked in forensic cases throughout California and the nation, and is a widely published author. He teaches at Loma Linda University and the University of Texas San Antonio schools of dentistry.

Cathy Law, DDS
Dr. Law became a Forensic Dental Consultant in Los Angeles in 1995. A diplomate of the American Board of Forensic Odontology she manages a large volume of forensic cases, while also maintaining a busy private practice. She serves as the lead forensic dentist for the Los Angeles County coroner’s office.

Synopsis
This course will present actual cases illustrating the forensic dental techniques used in the investigation of crimes, including homicide, rape, child abuse and battery. It will also cover mass fatality incidents, such as Hurricane Katrina and the World Trade Center disaster. Consideration will be given to the controversial use of bitemark evidence, and to dentistry’s newly proposed role in the response to bioterrorism and the provision of emergency medical care. The extent to which members of the private practice dental team can become involved in this fascinating field, and the limitations of this involvement will be candidly discussed.

Upon completion of this course participants should:

- Gain familiarity with forensic dentistry procedures
- Know the possibilities and limitations involved in entering this field
- Become aware of dentistry’s possible role in the response to bioterrorism and provision of emergency medical care

Testimonials:
“I have enjoyed Dr. Vale’s lectures for 10 years.”
“Very interesting and informative.”
“An absolute pleasure!”